DEAR QUESTERS!
Thank you for taking part in our day street quest!
we are pleased to remind that the quest will begin at 9:30
in the parking of the Grand baie super u
Please don`t be late
Don`t forget to take:
- comfortable clothing and shoes (that can get dirty)
- costume or details of costume based on main theme of quest (crazy football team)
- 1-2 charged smarthphones with access to mobile internet and function
of photo/video
- rain protection (in case of rain)
- Car with fuel
- good mood
For clues and hints we will use quest digital system

street quest Rules
1. Take care. Safety is most important thing and your responsibility.
Any activity that you undertake during this game from start to finish is at your own risk.
2. Observe the rules of the road! Stop and park only where it is permited! Do not exceed speed limit.
Behave properly on the road, rescpect other drivers.
Look around before you open the door and get out of the car.
3. All game clues & hints players will get through digital quest system. Access to the system
(login and password)
players will receive at the beginning of the game.
If a team has decided to skip a checkpoint clue, team can not return to a clue later.
A team that missed all checkpoint clues does not participate in the scoring.
4. Checkpoints:
During the game you can visit several checkpoints. Every team will have different order of
checkpoints (order is determined by computer drawing).
In every checkpoint the final task is to find a code/codes (example: SU111) codes will give you points.
The winner will be the one who find maximum number of codes (get maximum score)
in the shortest time.
5. Stop time: if you will come to a checkpoint with agents and there is other team, you need to
tell the number of your team to game agent and wait in 5-10m. Your game time is put on hold during
waiting time.
6. Final. After 5 game hours, the game will stoped on all devices and all teams must go to
the final point. If the game stoped during your waiting in time stop line - you can finish last task and
bring photos with codes to the final line.
All creative task (photos/videos) teams should send to the game operator watsaap
to get bonus points. (please, send all content before game will finish)

good luck and see you soon!

